
Drake Paige Flake Amber Ivone The Table is 
for each 
character 
specific for 
the 
conversation 
during 
scenes, the 
ones with 
brackes are 
the perks 
needed for 
this specific 
scene

You cant 
finish some 
scenes with 
the required 
stars since 
some scenes 
depend on 
perks

Weather ++ - - +
Computer ++ - - - ++
Politics ++ - - + ++
Food - + + + ++
Car ++ - + + ++
Restaurant - + + - ++
Friends - + + - ++
Sports ++ - + - -
Vacation ++ + + + -
Animal - + - - -
Fashion - + - + ++
Clubing - - - -



Drake Drake liv tit Drake liv cock Drake liv behind Drake liv anal Drake shower suck Drake bedrom Drake drink wine Drake in wine store Drake at flake studio Drake Paige Masturbate Bedroom Masturbate Livingroom Sex on Balcony
moan kinky tounge provoke tell him ask feeling suck moan play with head stare Ask Paige
like side more squeeze (deepthroat) (smile perk) (strechy ass) (deep throat) (intimidation) (deepthroat) tell him (flirty eyes) (intimidation)
scream go slow tell him say filthy prison ask say ask him suggest Tell Drake
dirty names scream (bitchy nature) Dirty Talk

depper inside beg (intimidation) say tease
sexy with water (liar) call him (intimidation) role play Tease Drake
(filthy eyes) say can not live say page listen work Team up

(deepthroat) Make a note
tell him beg ask Paige
(filthy eyes) (intimidation) Talk
thighten muscle (bitchby nature) (bitch by nature)

Suggest
praise
(strechy ass)
beg him

Get wine as a 
present from paige 
(requires that Drake 
has a job around 
day 15)

Around day 18 Drake 
will visit the wine 
store 

Work for Flake Do day drinking with 
Paige, 
high points with 
Drake and Paig,
Local wine case 120$

Have high points, Masturbate while Drake is at 
home

Have high points, Strip 
down on the balcony



Paige Spread legs Paige naked infront Paige home balcony Paige home bed Paige Josh Cabin
remind angle lower legs spread enter slow Watch closely
(nimble finger) (empathy) lay back (bitch by nature) Listen carefully
finger faster push deeper pose show Watch Josh

beg nibble ear circle Demand Ask John
(bitch by nature) (nimble finger) (bitch by nature) (empathy) Playfully
call goddees dirty things suck tell her

Paige anal
unmercifully push in slow Ask Josh
(bitch by nature) make her feel (liar)
showher (intimidation) Tease Paige

Around day 20, high 
relation with Paige



You will unlock Flake when you visit the Diva Amore on day 2 and onwards
Flake birthday Flake suck Flake invite Linus Flake darnell VIP club
team up a work ask work tell say
(deepthroat) work (bitch by nature) (filthy eyes) (deepthroat) (liar)
wrap tease he is not too big tease tell

say (flirty eyes) (intimidation) talk push
(bitch by nature) pick up the pace (deepthroat) take it slow
ask flake ask him Play along tell (bitch by nature)

(strechy ass)
Fidelity below 50 
200$ Costume

ask tease him Appears random 
after Threesome 
with Sasha needs to 
get 8 stars

scream
(bitch by nature) Have high enough 

points with Flake 
and Singer score

(intimidation)
say tell



Around day 10 Flake will invite you into the Diva Amore and ask for your 
advice accept his idea
Suck Bouncer Angel Angel&Devil VIP Pole
Toy with 
head

The 
questions do 
not matter

Lap Clit

(flirty eyes) (nimble fingers)
more effort Have Angel

Work tongue Suggest to Angel
(deep throat) Play Romantic Card
Try to (nimble fingers)
Ask him

Tease Angel
Press breasts Drive Angel
Slobber Kiss devon
Lick slit

God Devon
Scream (bitch by nature)
Talk If i knew
(bitch by 
nature)

You need the dinner dress 
(120$) and 200$ for a 
conversation option aswell
(optional), to get to the sex 
scene you need to have 3 
"good" sentences. 
Sentences below

Fuck up the dinner with 
Angel&Devil

So it sounds 
like work is 
crazy. What is 
itthat you do, 
Devon?

(empathy)



First off, 
congratulatio
ns to you 
both. But 
what I'm 
dying to know 
is how did 
you two tie 
the knot?

Oh before i 
forget, here 
is the money I 
owe you 
Devon from 
before (200$)

Moving out 
of the city, 
that's a big 
step for 
anyone. You 
guys have a 
plan for it at 
all?



You will meet Samantha around day 16 and onwards when you 
visit the shop
James Room Samantha RoomJames Date Samantha Club
Tease Tease CINEMA Tell Girl
(liar) (nimble fingers) whisper (deep throat)
moan loudly Stimulating tug on his shaft Slowly

tease his cock
lay back Playfully HOTEL ROOM Tell Sam
moan Plunge moan (intimidation)
ask james Roll hips (intimidation) Dirty talk
move pelivs roll your hips

decide Say
Tell Girl

call out his nameTease Sam
(stretchy ass)
thighten

Requires 
Elegant dress 
310$ start in 
your bedroom

You need to decide between 
those two, i advise to put 
down a save before hand

Few days later you will get a 
message from either one of them 
depends who you chose
James will call 
you when you 
are in the living 
room around 12:
00

Samantha will 
call you when 
you are in the 
bedroom 
around 20:00



You will either bump into Ivone or find her sexshop business card when you go to the park
Ivone Something special
Secretly turn on
(bitch by nature)
Make her talk dirty

Watch her
Call her
Coax her down



Ben will come out of prison and visit on day 13
Ben Drinking Ben Drinkin 2 Ben Poker Ben Blackmail

Work head (intimidation) / 
bite the bullet Slurp

(deep throat) (deep throat)
slurp Ask him Ask

(flirty eyes)
Push him down wrap lips Playfully
Look over Lower yourself
Whisper Playfully Roll hips

(deep throat)
Bite lip Pump Tell Ben
(stretchy ass) (strechy ass)
Tease Ben Talk dirty

Ben will come 
out of prison 
and visit on 
day 13, dont 
stop Drake 
from drinking, 
Fidelity below 
65 below 50 for 
anal

Ben will visit 
again around 
day 18 
requires 
having sex 
with him the 
first time

A few days 
after the 2nd 
Drinking poker 
outfit 220

Right after 
poker game



Amber Office amber office strap Amber Sauna Amber Sauna Amber Club
amber pussy play  you take off she takes off couch invite guy
tease (deep throat) tell her suckle
focus slobber tease call naughty say how (deepthroat)
(nimble finger) (nimble finger) intimidation) sit down lower ask

tease tell
(empathy) tease her ticke leg
choke (strechy ass) tell him
thank her taunt her tease

say tease
(strechy ass) (intimidation)
ass belongs ask

teaser her
(nimble finger)
push



Abdul Jenna/Senator Francesca Greenwich oaks Didi Greenwich oaks Bryan Hugh Hills Ranch Lynda High Hills Ranch Jack
fake (bitch by nature) ask Say Tell Didi Ask her Rub tongue
tease (nimble finger) Ask her Film Didi (nimble finger) (deep throat)
(deepthroat perk) Ask for another one ask Ask Bryan Talk Dirty inquire Ask Jack

tell ask Mention wetness Curl hand Talk dirty
compliment Instruct Swing Hips Talk dirty Beg him
(empathy) interview Lighty Touch Start Piston Call out name

(intimidation) ends 
the orgy
bounce
(deepthroat)
show

Around day 14 Around day 18 
Accept the invitation

Questions do not 
matter in the 
beginning, after that 
wait for the 
photographer at 
shop and start at 
Ambers office

Amber will not be amused when Eleanor 
takes the camera

Empathy perk will not lead to the scenes



Around day 18 Amber will cry in her office, buy the slutty leather suit 250$ and 
help Amber, needs high points with Amber
Meet the Master football Kevin Event Kevin Paige
(intimidation) suck Kevin admid Kevin reject Ask Master

work wrist call (empathy) (nimble finger)
(empathy) slobber say thighten Call Paige
stroke harder beg
muster up ask them scream Try Scream

(intimidation) suck (liar) (deep throat)
(flirty eyes) slide back drool try Focus breathing
(intimidation) say
stick tougne out tell them make amber Drown yourself

(strechy ass) (empathy) (liar) (bitch by nature)
say (bitch by nature)tell Slide legs

suggest
Listen 
(deep throat)
Key on

Thighten
Ask Paige
Try give Paige

Defy the Master 
and tell him 
where Paige is



Missionary Josh Wine 
Sneak in

Linus Diva 
Amore

Swinging Past Orgy Past Drake Watcher

Stroke Stroke work his head tell felix Admire Tease Ask him
Ask them Ask (flirty eyes) tease Drake Ask them (deep throat) Tell him
Squeez focus he is not too 

big
tell natasha (deep throat) Ask Make him 

(intimidation)
Suck Have him tell 

him
play along slobber Ask Tina Dirty Talk Wiggle

(deep throat) Roll Tits (strechy ass) (deepthroat) (bitch by 
nature)

Call out Tell him

Have Joseph tease him tease Mention Go Slow Do lunges
Doggy

Have them Arch back tell Use arms Cry out
Have them (liar) tell Moan and 

cry
(liar)

(liar) Slam back warn Beg them Cry out
Event occurs on day 4,

let them stay of course

Random event, 

Josh and Paige have fun in 
the back room, after they 
are done you can sneak in
Dont have too high points 
with Paige tho around 100

High Flake 
points and 
high Singer 
points, Flake 
will call you 
to come to 
the studio

tell Tell them Look deep
tell Scream at 

them
Moan louder 

beg Wish Dig nails

tell
(intimidation)
Around day 
23, suggest 
meeting her 
fiance

You get either depends on 
low / high fidelity

Strech 
yourself on 
the balcony a 
few times and 
someone will 
visit your 
home



Ending 1 Ending 2A Ending 2B Ending 3 Ending 4 Ending 5 Ending 6 Ending 7 Ending 8 Ending 9 Ending 10 Ending 11 Ending 12 Ending 13 Ending 14 Ending 15 Ending 16 Ending 17 Ending 18
Endings Eleanor and Drake 

are a happy couple 
with a baby .

Drake leaves 
Eleanor.

Similar to 2A but the 
Master tells Drake 
everything.

Eleanor and Paige 
fly away to Europe 
and start a new life 
together. 

Eleanor and Amber 
run away from the 
Master.

Eleanor, Flake and 
Sasha are becoming 
happy and famous.

Eleanor is sad and 
pregnant from an 
unknown man given 
by the Master.

Drake kicks Eleanor 
out for being 
unfaithful. To get 
this ending you 
accept your defeat 
when you meet the 
Master, have sex 
with him and run 
away when you get a 
chance.

Eleanor and Drake 
enjoy their simple life 
and feel happy with 
no money. 

Eleanor and Amber 
become the Masters 
slaves.

Eleanor and Sasha 
work for Linus.

Drake gets beaten 
up but Eleanor and 
Drake live a happy 
life.

You and Drake are 
swinging with the 
other couple

You and Samantha 
decided to become 
"Traveling Fuckers" 

James and Eleanor 
end up together

You end up with Ben Work strip club You work with Flake 
at his stripclub

You, Amber and 
Paige become the 
Masters Slaves

Requirements Be faithful to your 
husband, meet 
Amber, accept her 
proposal and do 
nothing. Have Drake 
at 300 or more and 
Fidelity at 30 or more

Finish the game with 
fidelity of 30 or lower 
or Drake at 300 or 
lower.

Defy all orders from 
the Master

Pay attention to 
Paige and tell her 
about your feelings 
when she asks you 
about your 
relationship.

Build your 
relationship with 
Amber and agree to 
her idea of escaping 
from Passion City.

Be signed in at the 
Diva Amore and 
have high points 
with Flake. 
Threesome with 
Flake and Sasha is 
required. Warn Flake 
about the gun Linus 
has

Refuse to be a slave 
at the Master’s 
house.

Accept your defeat 
when you meet the 
Master, have sex 
with him and run 
away when you get a 
chance.

Refuse to work for 
Amber or dont even 
show up at day 10

Say yes to be a slave 
again, obey your 
Master. 

Work as a singer at 
the Diva Amore and 
dont warn Flake 
about the gun.

Turn down the 
Swinging Offer at the 
swinging Party

Get creampied 
during the swinging 
(12 Stars)

Agree to meet 
Samantha at the 
club and go the the 
VIP area

Sneak into James 
room and do his 
date

Have sex with him 
after the Poker game

Accept Flakes 
proposal of opening 
a new stripclub and 
do all his tasks 
1. Pay 1k to the 
strippers
2. Convice the 
Bouncer
3. Show them how to 
strip

Accept Flakes 
proposal of opening 
a new stripclub and 
do all his tasks 
1. Pay 1k to the 
strippers
2. Convice the 
Bouncer
3. Convince Angel 
and Devil

Reject to be the 
Masters slave and 
tell him where Paige 
is


